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ABSTRACT 10 

Electrodialysis (ED) has recently gained much attention in the wide field of desalination and water 11 

treatment. However, energy consumption and capital costs may impair the process competitiveness. 12 

In this regard, limiting current density (LCD) and current efficiency () are key performance 13 

parameters for optimized ED systems. In this work, an experimental campaign was carried out 14 

characterizing the performance of ED stacks when adopting asymmetrically profiled membranes. 15 

Current–voltage curves were recorded under different operating conditions mimicking the operation 16 

of brackish water or seawater desalination units. Results showed that there was a preferable direction 17 

of the electric current relative to the membrane profiles, which provided higher values of LCD and 18 

of maximum . Stacks with Overlapped Crossed Filaments profiled membranes performed better 19 

than conventional ED stacks with flat membranes and spacers by increasing the LCD (by 20% under 20 

various operating conditions) and the maximum  (e.g. from 55‒65% to 70‒73% at 0.5-60 g/l inlet 21 

concentrations). The specific energy consumption was significantly reduced (even more than 50%). 22 

On the contrary, the investigated pillar-profiled membranes exhibited the worst performances. The 23 
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present results suggest that well-designed profiled membranes can reduce the costs of desalination 24 

via ED. 25 

Keywords: ion exchange membrane; corrugated membrane; current utilization; polarisation 26 

phenomena; mass transport. 27 

1  Introduction 28 

Electrodialysis (ED) is an electro-membrane process that exploits the selective transport of ions 29 

through ion-exchange membranes under the effect of an applied electric field in order to produce two 30 

streams at different concentration [1–3]. Figure 1 reports a schematic representation of an ED unit, 31 

composed by a stack of alternated cation- and anion-exchange membranes (CEMs and AEMs), 32 

between which the solutions flow. The cell pair represents the repeating unit of the stack and consists 33 

of a CEM, an AEM, a diluate and a concentrate compartment. The stack is enclosed between two 34 

electrode chambers. An external power supply connected to the electrodes establishes an electric field 35 

inducing an ionic current through the stack. Cations, like Na+, migrate towards the cathode, moving 36 

freely through the nearest CEM and being blocked by the AEM. Vice versa, anions, like Cl–, migrate 37 

towards the anode, moving freely through the nearest AEM and being blocked by the CEM. The 38 

counter-ion transport and the co-ion block result in a salt depletion in one compartment, i.e. the 39 

diluate, and a salt enrichment in the other compartment, i.e. the concentrate. 40 

 41 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of an ED stack (adapted from [4]). 42 
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A number of different configurations of ED units have been studied for applications in food 43 

processing, biotechnology, and pharmaceutical industry [5–7]. Many studies have been conducted on 44 

the treatment of wastewater from several sources [8]. However, the main industrial application of ED 45 

is saline water desalination. ED covers 2% of the global desalination capacity, with low to medium 46 

size plants (capacity typically below 10,000 m3/day) [9,10] and electrical energy consumption in the 47 

range 2-5 kWh/m3 [11]. ED has gained a main role in the market of brackish water desalination, 48 

where the small desalination rate required makes ED competitive compared to Reverse Osmosis 49 

(RO). There are some applications of ED to treat seawater for table salt production [3]. However, 50 

drinking water production from seawater is not yet competitive, thus only pilot plants have been so 51 

far installed and operated [12]. High costs are due to the loss of selectivity encountered with high 52 

concentration gradients and to the higher membrane area [13]. On the other hand, research is currently 53 

addressing the challenge of developing competitive ED systems for the desalination of concentrated 54 

solutions (e.g. brines [8]). In particular, both modelling [14–17] and experimental [18–20] studies 55 

have been conducted on ED desalination of seawater. The use of multi-stage ED systems with a 56 

suitable distribution of membrane area (decreasing in consecutive stacks) allowed for a reduction of 57 

the energy consumption up to 2.2 kWh/m3 for desalinating a 0.51 M NaCl solution to 0.0054 M [20]. 58 

This promising result was obtained by using membranes with low permeability to water and operating 59 

at current densities up to 95% of the LCD, thus increasing current efficiency and water recovery. 60 

Current efficiency () and limiting current density (LCD) are key operating parameters of ED stacks. 61 

The current efficiency depends on the selectivity and transport properties of the membranes, and is 62 

affected by salt back-diffusion and water flux via osmosis and electro-osmosis [21–24]. LCD depends 63 

on the transport mechanisms in solution (especially in the diluate compartment) and in membrane 64 

[1,25,26]. Both  and LCD are significantly affected by the channel geometry. The existence of the 65 

LCD is strongly linked to concentration polarization phenomena [27], which consist in concentration 66 

gradients developing along the channels across the boundary layer perpendicular to the membrane. 67 
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They arise from the different ions mobility between the membrane and the solution. This results in a 68 

depletion of concentration in the diluate and an enrichment of concentration in the concentrate, from 69 

the solution bulk to the solution-membrane interface [28]. As the electric current increases, the salt 70 

depletion can occur until reaching (theoretically) a null concentration at the interface. This condition 71 

provides a diffusion-limited current density, which can be estimated based on the Nernst film theory 72 

[29–31]. In the simple case of a binary electrolyte, it can be written as [1]: 73 

𝐿𝐶𝐷 =  
   

 ( ,  )
 𝐶 ,  (1) 74 

where the subscript i indicates one ionic species (i.e. either anion or cation), zi is the valence, F is the 75 

Faraday constant, Sh is the Sherwood number (mass transfer characteristics in the diluate), 𝐷 is the 76 

salt diffusion coefficient in the solution, 𝑑  is the equivalent diameter (e.g. twice the channel 77 

thickness, 2H), 𝑡 ,  and 𝑡  are the transport numbers in membrane and solution, respectively, and 78 

𝐶  is the bulk concentration in the diluate compartment. Despite the LCD expressed by eq. (1) 79 

defines a theoretical limiting value, a typical current–voltage curve exhibits three regions [1,3] 80 

(Figure 2), where experimentally an overlimiting condition is reached due to other phenomena 81 

sustaining a current density higher than the LCD [28,32]. This deviation from the theory applies both 82 

for simple systems, e.g. one membrane in contact with two solutions, and for ED stacks [33–36]. 83 

 84 

Figure 2. Current density–voltage curve of ED stacks (adapted from [1]). 85 
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Overlimiting currents can be explained only partially by the formation of charge carriers via water 86 

dissociation (H+ and OH–) [37,38]. Electroconvection, instead, can be the main overlimiting 87 

mechanism involving the transport of salt ions [28,39,40]. Non-equilibrium electroconvection occurs 88 

through the development of an extended space charge region near the membrane and inhomogeneous 89 

electric fields causing dynamic vortices [41–44]. Overlimiting mechanisms and i–V curves are 90 

affected by membrane surface properties, such as the heterogeneity of conductivity and surface 91 

geometry [45–49], as well as roughness, grade of hydrophobicity, and superficial charge density 92 

[25,32,50,51]. 93 

The understanding of phenomena affecting LCD and the i–V behaviour is of fundamental importance 94 

to prevent the drastic increase of the stack resistance and water dissociation that can lead to scaling 95 

or fouling. Moreover, stacks and operating conditions providing higher LCD values offer the 96 

possibility of desalinating with reduced membrane area and, thus, reduced investment costs [3]. The 97 

LCD is conventionally assumed as a practical threshold for operating ED units. On the other hand, 98 

recent studies have focused on overlimiting regimes enhancing mass transfer [39,52]. In all cases, the 99 

LCD and the limiting behaviour of the stack are crucial to enhance the process efficiency. 100 

Stack design and membrane surface properties affect the LCD in ED, and novel stack and IEM 101 

designs can be exploited to enhance the ED performance in the limiting region. In this regard, a 102 

promising ED development is the use of profiled (or corrugated) membrane, which allow ED stacks 103 

to be assembled without separated spacers. Profiled membranes are provided with ion conductive 104 

ridges, pillars or reliefs, designed to create the solution compartment [1,3]. Depending on the profiles 105 

shape and on the operating conditions, profiled membranes may lead to several advantages over 106 

conventional configurations with flat membranes and spacers [53]: lower electrical resistance, higher 107 

active area, lower water splitting thanks to lower local current densities [28], reduction of 108 

concentration polarization and increase of LCD (when proper geometries enhancing mixing are 109 
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adopted), facilitation of electroconvection, lower fouling sensibility (compared to conventional 110 

spacers [54]), and lower pressure drop. 111 

Larchet et al. [52] showed that profiled membranes increased mass transfer in ED units operated at 112 

high electric currents (including overlimiting currents), resulting in a larger range of inlet 113 

concentration in which high desalination rates were obtained, and reduced the hydraulic resistance. 114 

Strathmann [3] reported ED experiments performed with profiled membranes with trapezoidal cross-115 

section profiles, which increased the active area by over 40%. The stack with profiled membranes 116 

exhibited lower resistances and higher LCDs, yielding a higher desalination rate at any voltage. 117 

Balster et al. [55] found an increase of LCD of more than 30% and a reduction of electrical resistance 118 

by using profiled membranes. Zhao et al. [56] tested different notched membranes, which exhibited 119 

higher desalination rates and a LCD increase of up to three times. Melnikov et al. [57] tested profiled 120 

membranes in ED for the desalination of secondary steam condensate from ammonium nitrate 121 

production. The stack with profiled membranes provided higher values of  and LCD, while 122 

suppressing water dissociation [57]. Pressure drop is strongly affected by the profiles geometry, and 123 

both experiments [58] and simulations [59] showed that the hydraulic resistance may be reduced by 124 

simple profile-filled channels. Numerical simulations based on mathematical models confirmed the 125 

possibility to enhance the process performance by using profiled membranes [60,61]. 126 

Despite the increasing interest in profiled membranes for ED, the effect of profile geometry on LCD 127 

is still unknown. The aim of this work is to assess the performance of ED systems equipped with 128 

profiled membranes of different geometry, and quantify the effects on LCD and desalination 129 

performance. Current–voltage characteristics were recorded under different operating conditions 130 

mimicking both brackish water and seawater (limiting the analysis to the final stage of the process) 131 

desalination conditions. Different profiling geometries were used, namely membranes with 132 

Overlapped Crossed Filament profiles and with Pillar profiles, using conventional flat membranes for 133 
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comparison purposes. In all cases, the performance of the ED system was evaluated in terms of current 134 

efficiency (), LCD, and energy consumption. 135 

2 Experimental 136 

The present experimental campaign consisted of single-pass ED tests with lab-scale stacks equipped 137 

either with profiled membranes or with conventional “flat” membranes and spacers. In particular, 138 

current–voltage (i–V) curves were recorded in order to characterize the various ED stacks under 139 

different operating conditions (inlet concentrations, fluid velocity and relative arrangement of the 140 

profiles with respect to the direction of the electric current) mimicking seawater or brackish water 141 

desalination with artificial NaCl solutions. At each applied current, the data collected were voltage 142 

and outlet concentrations. The limiting current density was identified from the i–V curve. Current 143 

efficiency and specific energy consumption were calculated. 144 

2.1 Materials and set-up 145 

The experimental campaign was carried out with a lab-scale ED stack (REDstack BV, The 146 

Netherlands) composed of 10 cell pairs with active area of 10×10 cm2 and characterized by cross-147 

flow layout of diluate and concentrate solutions. Fujifilm Type-10 CEM/AEM (Fujifilm 148 

Manufacturing Europe BV, The Netherlands) were used for all the tests, and the main properties are 149 

reported in Table 1. Two types of profiled membranes were used: Overlapped Crossed Filaments 150 

(OCF) and Pillars. Our research group studied similar geometries by numerical models ([62–64] for 151 

OCF profiles and [59,65] for pillar profiles). Membrane profiles were manufactured by adding ion 152 

conductive cross-linked resin on existing base membranes by a screen printing process. 153 

 154 

 155 

 156 
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Table 1. Properties of the Fujifilm Type 10 ion-exchange membranes used in this study. “n.p.” means “not provided”. 157 

  Permselectivitya 

 

[%] 

Water 

permeability 

[ml/(m2 h 

bar] 

Salt 

diffusivity 

[m2 /s] 

IEC 

[meq/g] 

Areal 

resistanceb 

[Ω cm2] 

Thickness 

(dry) 

[µm] 

Thickness 

(wet) 

[µm] 

Profile 

thickness 

(wet) 

[µm] 

Flat AEM 

CEM 

97 

98 

6.29 

7.79 

4·10-12 

4·10-12 

2.85 

2.9 

1.77 

1.89 

120 

120 

130 

130 

- 

- 

OCF 270c AEM 

CEM 

95.1 

99.5 

7.63 

5.26 

2.7·10-12 

2.7·10-12 

2.85 

n.p. 

2.36 

3.21 

120 

120 

130 

130 

135 

135 

OCF 150c AEM 

CEM 

94.7 

99.3 

5.65 

5.49 

2·10-12 

2·10-12 

n.p. 

n.p. 

2.07 

2.8 

120 

120 

130 

130 

75 

75 

Pillar 155c AEM 

CEM 

94.3 

99 

6.11 

6.99 

4.3·10-12 

4.3·10-12 

n.p. 

n.p. 

1.89 

2.48 

120 

120 

130 

130 

155 

155 

a Measured between 0.05 M and 0.5 M KCl solutions at 25 °C.  158 

b Measured in 2 M NaCl solution at 25 °C. 159 

c The number identifies the nominal channel thickness (in µm), i.e. the pillar thickness for the Pillar-profiled membranes, 160 

and twice the profile thickness for OCF-profiled membranes. 161 

 162 

The OCF-profiled membranes provide to the channel a geometry similar to that of non-woven spacer-163 

filled channels. The OCF profiles were composed of continuous filaments with half-elliptic cross-164 

section with major axis of 1 mm and thickness, representing the semi-minor axis, of either 135 or 75 165 

μm. The distance between two consecutive filaments was 1 mm, with membranes profiled on one 166 

side only. CEMs and AEMs were arranged in the stack with their profiles facing each other in the 167 

same channel and crossing at 90° (Figure 3a). The thickness of the profile-filled channel was thus 168 

twice the profile height (i.e., either 270 or 150 μm). Both OCF-profiled membranes (of either 135 or 169 

75 μm profile thickness) had the same open area, represented by the free (i.e. non-profiled) fraction 170 
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of the membrane area, of 50%. The profile-filled channel had a porosity of 61%. The main flow 171 

was directed at 45° of either filament. Between two adjacent OCF-profiled membranes, a gasket was 172 

interposed to seal the lateral regions of the profile-filled channel. It included also a piece of net spacer 173 

at the inlet/outlet regions close to the manifolds. Therefore, it confined the solution within the lateral 174 

sides of the channel and separated the membranes in the inlet/outlet regions. 175 

The other channel of the cell pair, comprised between the flat sides of two adjacent OCF profiled 176 

membranes, was equipped with a woven spacer with integrated gasket. The spacer thickness was 177 

equal, or at least similar, with respect to that of the profile-filled channel, namely 270 or 155 μm. The 178 

spacers had a pitch-to-height ratio of 2, a porosity of 75% and an open area of 50%. Therefore, the 179 

stack equipped with OCF-profiled membranes was actually hybrid, having one channel filled by 180 

membrane profiles and one channel filled by a net spacer. 181 

The pillar-profiled membranes were characterized by a simpler geometrical configuration. The pillar 182 

profiles were semi-ellipsoidal ridges that can be approximated by parallelepipeds with square base 183 

with 1 mm side and thickness of 155 μm, placed on one side of the membrane (Figure 3b). The pillar 184 

profiles were arranged in a square lattice with √2  mm side (distance between the centres). The open 185 

area was 50%, as well as the volume channel porosity. The direction of the main flow was parallel 186 

to the diagonal of the profiles and of the lattice. Note that the tested pillar-profiled membranes were 187 

characterized by a reduction of active area. In a first approximation, the lateral active area of the 188 

pillar, calculated as 1×0.155×4 mm2, was 60% of the area that it subtracted from the adjacent 189 

membrane, equal to 1×1 mm2. Pillar-profiled membranes were arranged in the stack by putting in 190 

contact the flat side of each membrane with the profiled side of the adjacent membrane, thus the 191 

channel thickness was determined by the profiles height (≈155 μm). Out of the active profiled area, a 192 

gasket was placed on each membrane. 193 
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For comparison purposes, the experimental campaign of the present study included tests with 194 

conventional ED units, using stacks equipped with flat membranes and woven spacers either 270 or 195 

155 μm thick. 196 

 197 

 198 

Figure 3. Picture of profiled membranes (top row), schematic representation of the stack assembly (middle row), and 199 

schematic cross-section of one profiled membrane (bottom row) with Overlapped Crossed Filament-profiled membranes 200 

(a) and Pillar-profiled membranes (b). Arrows indicate the flow direction (cross-flow layout). 201 

 202 

The profiled membranes tested in this work are not symmetric, as the profiles were fabricated only 203 

on one side of the membrane. Therefore, the two channels of the cell pair were not identical. As a 204 

consequence, two different operating mode arisen, regarding the relative direction of the electric 205 

current and the position of the two solutions, which could lead to different behaviours and 206 

performances. Moreover, stacks with OCF-profiled membranes were in a “hybrid” configuration, 207 
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with alternating profile-filled and spacer-filled channels. Therefore, the diluate could flow through 208 

the spacer-filled channel with the electric current going from the flat side to the profiled side of the 209 

CEM, or vice versa (Figure 4). In stacks equipped with pillar-profiled membranes, the compartments 210 

were created alternatively by profiles of either the AEM or the CEM. Therefore, the diluate could 211 

flow through the channel with AEM pillars, with the electric current going from the flat side to the 212 

profiled side of each IEM, or vice versa (Figure 5). The two different operating modes for the electric 213 

current direction in the stacks will be referred to as “A” and “B” hereafter. They were obtained by 214 

switching the current direction (i.e., the electrodes polarity) and, in the case of two inlet streams at 215 

different concentration, the diluate and concentrate channels. 216 

 217 

 218 

Figure 4. Operating modes for OCF-profiled membrane stack: (A) electric current from flat to profiled side of CEM (i.e., 219 

diluate through the spacer-filled channels); (B) electric current from profiled to flat side of the CEM (i.e., diluate through 220 

the profile-filled channels). 221 
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 222 

Figure 5. Operating modes for Pillar-profiled membrane stack: (A) electric current from flat to profiled side of each 223 

membrane (i.e, diluate through the AEM pillars); (B) electric current from profiled to flat side of each membrane (i.e., 224 

diluate through the CEM pillars). For clarity of the graphical representation, the pillar profiles of each membrane are 225 

shown detached from the adjacent membrane, though they are actually in contact when piled together within the stack. 226 

 227 

Five stacks in total were tested, depending on the membranes used. By taking into account the two 228 

operating modes for the electric current in the case of stacks with profiled membranes, the labels 229 

indicated in the first and second row of Table 2 will be used hereafter. Table 2 indicates also the 230 

diluate and concentrate filling for each case. 231 

Table 2. Labels used to indicate the different stacks (with flat, or OCF-profiled or Pillar-profiled membranes, first row 232 

from the top) and the relative direction of the electric current (second row); diluate and concentrate compartment filling 233 

for each case (third and fourth row, respectively). The number in the label indicates the thickness of the channel. “A” 234 

means that the electric current goes from the flat side to the profiled side of the CEM; “B” means that the electric current 235 

goes towards the opposite direction (i.e. from the flat side to the profiled side of the AEM). 236 

Stack Flat_270 Flat_155 OCF_270 OCF_150 Pillar_155 

Configuration   OCF_270_A OCF_270_B OCF_150_A OCF_150_B Pillar_155_A Pillar_155_B 

Diluate spacer spacer spacer profiles spacer profiles AEM profiles CEM profiles 

Concentrate spacer spacer profiles spacer profiles spacer CEM profiles AEM profiles 
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Salt solutions (0.5, 1, 30 or 60 g/l) were prepared with demineralized water and NaCl (>99.5% purity, 237 

Saline di Volterra s.r.l., Italy or Regenit, Frisia Zout B.V., The Netherlands), and pumped as single-238 

pass through the stack at different flow rates (see Table 3) with equal values for both streams. NaCl 239 

concentrations for concentrate and diluate were chosen to mimic solutions treated in the final stage 240 

of a multi-stage ED configuration or of a long stack for seawater desalination [19], as well as for 241 

brackish water desalination. 242 

Table 3. Operating conditions in terms of fluid velocity and inlet concentration of the salt solutions. 243 

 
Concentrate Diluate 

 

 

Inlet concentration 

[g/l NaCl] 

0.5  

0.5 30 

60 

1  

1 30 

60 

 

Fluid velocity 

[cm/s] 

0.25 

0.5 

1 

 244 

The stack electrodes consisted of titanium and iridium-MMO (mixed metal oxide) coated electrodes, 245 

fixed on a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) support. Figure 6 shows the overall experimental setup. 246 

The electrode rinse solution (ERS) was an aqueous solution of potassium hexacyanoferrates (II) 247 

trihydrate (≥99% purity, Honeywell FlukaTM, Germany), potassium hexacyanoferrates (III) (≥99% 248 

purity, Honeywell FlukaTM, China) and sodium chloride (purity as above) (0.3M K3Fe(CN)6, 0.3M 249 

K4Fe(CN)6·3H2O, 0.25M NaCl), pumped through the electrode compartments with a flow rate of 180 250 

ml/min and recirculated in the ERS reservoir. Peristaltic pumps (Masterflex Cole-Palmer) were used 251 

to feed all the solutions. Pulsation dampers were installed at the inlet to minimize pulsation of the 252 

peristaltic pumps, ensuring a continuous flow entering the stack. 253 

The electric current was supplied to the stack by a potentiostat/galvanostat (Ivium Technologies, The 254 

Netherlands). Multimeters (Fluke 175) were used for the electric measurements. The electric 255 
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conductivity of the solutions was measured by a portable conductivity-meter (WTW 314i). all 256 

experiments were conducted at room temperature (20 °C). 257 

258 

 259 

Figure 6. Schematic representation (a) and picture (b) of the experimental set-up. 260 

2.2 Methods 261 

After assembling the stack, hydraulic tests were conducted to detect and fix possible internal and 262 

external leakages [66]. 263 
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Current–voltage characteristics were built from chronopotentiometric measurements. After a short 264 

period of open circuit, the current was applied and maintained for about ten times the residence time 265 

of the solutions in the stack. The corresponding stationary voltage or its mean value, in the presence 266 

of oscillation, was recorded. The applied current was made to increase until it attained the limiting 267 

current plateau region, in order to collect information both in underlimiting and in limiting conditions. 268 

Measurements were taken with two multimeters, one as ammeter and the other as voltmeter, 269 

connected in series and in parallel, respectively, to the stack. From the current–voltage curve, the 270 

limiting current density (LCD) was identified from the intersection point between the straight line 271 

extrapolated from the first linear ohmic tract and the tangent to the second region [67]. 272 

The current efficiency represents the fraction of current converted into useful salt flux, which is a 273 

measure of how effectively the ion-exchange membranes lead to the selective passage of ions for a 274 

given applied current [2]. By using the inlet-outlet mass balance of salt in the diluate channel, the 275 

current efficiency () was calculated as: 276 

𝜂 =
  ( , ,  , , )

   
 (2) 277 

where 𝑄 ,  and 𝑄 ,  are the total diluate flow rates at the inlet and outlet of the stack, 278 

respectively, 𝐶 ,  and 𝐶 ,  are the mass concentrations of salt in the diluate at the inlet and the 279 

outlet of the stack, respectively, 𝑁   is the number of cell pairs, I is the electric current, and 𝑀  is 280 

the molecular weight of the salt. For each value of applied current, the electrical conductivity was 281 

measured for both outlets (diluate and concentrate), and the corresponding NaCl concentrations were 282 

calculated by using an empirical correlation [68]. 283 

Finally, the specific energy consumption was calculated per unit volume of diluate product (SEC): 284 

𝑆𝐸𝐶 =
 

,
 (3) 285 

where V is the stack voltage. 286 
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3 Results and Discussion 287 

The first part of the experimental campaign was focused on the influence of the operating mode (i.e., 288 

current direction, with respect to the membrane profiles), which can have a role in determining the 289 

system performance due to the fact that all the investigated profiled membranes are asymmetrical 290 

(i.e., single-sided profiled) (section 3.1). Next, the best operating mode (in terms of highest LCD 291 

values) was selected for the comparison tests among stacks with profiled membranes against 292 

conventional stacks with flat membranes and spacers (section 3.2). In both sections, results are 293 

reported for a fluid velocity of 1 cm/s and for two representative inlet concentration pairs, namely 294 

Cdil,IN = Cconc,IN = 1 g/l NaCl (brackish water conditions) and Cdil,IN = 0.5 g/l, Cconc,IN = 60 g/l NaCl 295 

(i.e. mimicking the final stage of a seawater desalination unit). Results at different feed conditions 296 

(inlet concentration and fluid velocity) can be found in the Supplementary Data. 297 

 298 

3.1 Effect of current direction with respect to the profiles orientation 299 

Figure 7 reports typical results obtained with the OCF_270 profiled membranes, feeding the stack 300 

with brackish water (Cdil,IN = Cconc,IN = 1 g/l NaCl), or fresh water/brine-mimicking solutions (Cdil,IN 301 

= 0.5 g/l, Cconc,IN = 60 g/l NaCl). For both concentration couples, the i–V curves (Figure 7a-b) exhibit 302 

a different behaviour between the two current directions: after a first tract of overlapping, the two 303 

curves depart from each other. The plateau region is markedly different, and higher values of current 304 

density are reached for case “A” (electric current from the flat side to the OCF-profiled side of the 305 

CEM). Therefore, this configuration provided higher values of LCD. This behaviour may be partially 306 

explained by the enhanced mixing occurring in the woven spacer-filled channel [62], where the 307 

diluate flows (see Figure 4a). However, other reasons need to be claimed, due to the significantly 308 

different shape of the i–V curves. For example, note that case A and B are fundamentally different 309 

because of the different effective CEM (or AEM) area exposed to the diluate. Moreover, the i–V curve 310 

for the OCF_270_A resembles the typical trend found for homogeneous membranes (as the IEMs 311 
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used in this work are), where the curve tends to a saturation (horizontal plateau) due to a gradual 312 

attainment of the LCD along the stack [69]. Instead, the OCF_270_B configuration exhibits a lower 313 

LCD and a longer inclined plateau, thus resembling the typical trend found for heterogeneous 314 

membranes. This behaviour may be due to the presence of OCF profiles inside the diluate, which may 315 

act as geometrical heterogeneities (though macroscopic) causing a non-uniform local distribution of 316 

current density. In this case, the second region of the i–V curve can be already associated to an 317 

overlimiting state. The higher increase of i in the second region compared to the OCF_270_A case 318 

(i.e., the lower resistance) is a clue of the fact that other phenomena of ion transport are taking place, 319 

namely electroosmotic slip of the second kind (non-equilibrium electroconvection) and water 320 

splitting, which are favoured by non-uniform distributions of i. By testing similar two-side profiled 321 

membranes, a lower resistance in the second region compared to that of flat membranes and spacers 322 

was found [3], probably due to the membrane profiles present in the diluate. 323 

The shape of the –i curve (Figure 7c-d) is determined by the non-ideal behaviour of the membranes, 324 

and, specifically, by the unwanted transport of co-ions and water (via osmosis/electro-osmosis). All 325 

of these fluxes increase with the current density, either because directly affected by the current (i.e., 326 

electro-osmosis) or indirectly (salt diffusion and osmosis, which are governed by increasing 327 

concentration gradient between concentrate and diluate). Therefore, there are two opposite effects on 328 

the current efficiency as the electric current increases: on one side, the higher electro-migration tends 329 

to increase ; on the other side, higher undesired fluxes tend to reduce . The phenomenology is even 330 

more complex if we consider that the current density is not uniform, but is higher close to the diluate 331 

inlet, where the stack resistance is lower. As the total current increases, the current density tends to 332 

increase more in this zone. Therefore, a larger part of the cell pair is subject to a high concentration 333 

gradient over the membranes. This behaviour makes co-ion diffusion and osmosis further increase 334 

and, in some cases, may explain the reduction of  at high values of electric current. However, this 335 

effect cannot be significant when, at the same time, (i) there is a large concentration gradient between 336 
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the inlet solutions and (ii) the diluate feed is at low concentration, e.g. when 0.5-60 g/l solutions are 337 

used. In this case, in fact, the average concentration gradient would increase only negligibly at higher 338 

current densities.  339 

Therefore, the reduction of  at high values of i must be attributed, at least partially, to other reasons. 340 

Some changes in the transport properties of IEMs may occur, leading to a loss of selectivity [70] and 341 

to the prevalence of undesired transport mechanisms. As a consequence, the –i curves exhibited 342 

decreasing values after the maximum. These results support the hypothesis of a different response of 343 

the profiled IEMs relative to the current direction (or, likewise, to profiles orientation during stack 344 

assembly). In particular, higher values of current efficiency were obtained at high values of current 345 

density in case A. Under this operating mode,  reached a maximum value over 99% when the 346 

concentration gradient between the two solutions was low (1-1 g/l inlet concentrations, Figure 7c), 347 

and of 73% when the concentration gradient between the two solutions was high (0.5-60 g/l inlet 348 

concentrations, Figure 7d). Instead, the maximum values of  were of 98% and 66% at 1-1 g/l and 349 

0.5-60 g/l, respectively, for the worst direction of the electric current (case B). 350 

Another possible reason behind (i) the reduction of  after the maximum and (ii) different behaviour 351 

of the membranes depending on the electric current direction may be the occurrence of water 352 

dissociation. It can be favoured in case B, where “bipolar contacts” (i.e., the contact area between 353 

anion-exchange and cation-exchange profiles/membranes) are in the diluate channel and a non-354 

uniform distribution of current may occur. It is known that water splitting depends significantly on 355 

the catalytic activity of the functional groups and may occur even in the underlimiting region [71]. 356 

The ion-exchange matrix of the AEMs used in this work contains mainly quaternary ammonium 357 

bases, but also a small amount of secondary and tertiary amines [72], which have a high catalytic 358 

activity [71]. Other phenomena reducing the current efficiency could be parasitic currents (or shunt 359 

currents) flowing via manifolds. However, given the low number of cell pairs (namely 10), we can 360 

reasonably assume that they were negligible in the present experiments [73]. 361 
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 362 

Figure 7. Current density–voltage curves (a,b) and current efficiency–current density curves (c,d) for the OCF_270 stack 363 

fed by inlet concentrations of Cdil,IN = Cconc,IN = 1 g/l (a,c) or Cdil,IN = 0.5 g/l and Cconc,IN = 60 g/l (b,d) at velocity of 1 cm/s. 364 

Two current operating modes are compared: case A (solid symbols) means current from flat side to profiled side of CEM; 365 

Case B (hollow symbols) means current from profiled side to flat side of CEM. 366 

 367 

In the comparison between the different current directions (case A and B), similar results were 368 

obtained in all the investigated operating conditions (in terms of inlet concentrations and velocity). 369 

Considering the same stack of Figure 7 (OCF_270), Figure 8a and b show that the LCD increases 370 

weakly with the inlet brine concentration and more markedly with the velocity. The trend of the LCD 371 

was roughly linear with both variables. In all cases, LCD was significantly higher for the OCF_270_A 372 

case (i.e., with profiles in the diluate channel), with the largest relative difference found at equal inlet 373 
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concentration (increase of 145% at 1-1 g/l) and decreasing by increasing the brine inlet concentration 374 

(increment of 128% at 1-60 g/l) at 1 cm/s. The best current direction enhanced more the LCD at 375 

higher velocities, being LCD more than doubled at 1 cm/s with the couple 0.5-60 g/l (Figure 8b). The 376 

inlet concentration of the diluate has also an effect on the LCD, as LCD values almost double when 377 

increasing the diluate concentration from 0.5 g/l to 1.0 g/l (rightmost points in Figure 8a-b). 378 

 379 

Figure 8. Limiting current density as a function of the concentrate inlet concentration for tests at Cdil,IN  = 1 g/l and a 380 

velocity of 1 cm/s (a) and as a function of the velocity for tests at inlet concentrations of Cdil,IN = 0.5  g/l and Cconc,IN = 60 381 

g/l (b) for the OCF_270 stack. Two current operating modes are compared: case A (solid symbols) means current from 382 

flat side to profiled side of CEM; Case B (hollow symbols) means current from profiled side to flat side of CEM. 383 

 384 

Notably, the same behaviour in comparing case A and case B was found when testing the system with 385 

other types of profiled membranes (OCF_150 and Pillar_155, see the Supplementary Data). All the 386 

investigated profiled membranes showed better performance in the case “A”, in terms of higher values 387 

of LCD and current efficiency. In the pillar-profiles case, the stack was built only with profiled 388 

membranes, since the pillar-shape profile geometry allows for a complete assembly of the stack (i.e., 389 

both concentrate and diluate channels), without the need of spacers. As a result, this stack assembly 390 

is significantly different from the “hybrid” stack equipped with OCF-profiled membranes (where half 391 
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of the channels contain spacers). The operating mode with the electric current flowing from the flat 392 

side to the pillar-profiled side of each membrane (case A), which exhibited higher LCDs, corresponds 393 

to having the diluate in the AEM profile-filled channel. In this case, the diluate compartment faces a 394 

larger AEM surface, which likely caused an increase in LCD, for which higher values are normally 395 

observed on AEMs than on CEMs [4]. According to Eq. (1), the LCD is theoretically inversely 396 

proportional to the difference between the transport numbers of the counter-ion in membrane and 397 

solution. While the transport numbers of the counter-ions in the membranes are similar and close to 398 

1, the transport numbers in solution are different (𝑡 ≈ 0.4 and 𝑡 ≈ 0.6 ). Therefore, the LCD 399 

on the AEM is about 1.5 times higher than that at the CEM [44]. 400 

 401 

3.2 Comparison between profiled and flat membrane stacks 402 

Given the results analysed in section 3.1, the current direction from the flat side to the profiled side 403 

of the CEM (case A) was selected for all following experiments, which compares the behaviour of 404 

stacks equipped with profiled membranes against stacks equipped with only flat membranes and net 405 

spacers. 406 

3.2.1 Current-voltage curve, current efficiency and desalination performance 407 

Figure 9 reports the current density–voltage curves for all stacks tested under different feed conditions 408 

(1-1 g/l and 0.5-60 g/l). Although the second couple of concentrations (0.5-60 g/l) implied a higher 409 

stack resistance due to the poorly conductive diluate, the two charts are qualitatively similar. All the 410 

i–V curves exhibit a first linear part, the ohmic region, and a plateau region, with either a gradual 411 

reduction of slope towards a horizontal asymptote or an abrupt reduction of slope with an inclined 412 

plateau. The first region does not exhibit appreciable differences among all cases, thus indicating that 413 

the overall resistance was practically equal for all stacks. Moreover, stacks with similar profiled 414 

membranes or spacers (OCF_270_A and OCF_150_A, and flat_270 and flat_155) exhibited the same 415 

resistance. This result can be explained by the higher average concentration existing from the diluate 416 
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when the thickness was higher, due to the lower desalination achieved at a fixed velocity. Therefore, 417 

the increase of resistance due to the higher thickness was counterbalanced by the increase of 418 

conductivity. 419 

All stacks exhibited different limiting current behaviours. The slope in the second region of the i–V 420 

curve decreased for both the OCF_270_A and the Flat_270 cases. The maximum reduction of slope 421 

was reached in the OCF_150_A case, approaching a horizontal plateau. A linear second region was 422 

recorded for the Pillar_155_A case, probably because the presence of pillar profiles (of the AEM in 423 

case A) within the diluate implies the typical behaviour of systems with locally non-uniform current 424 

distribution. Clearly, these results had implications on the LCD. From the intersection point between 425 

the straight line extrapolated from the first region and the tangent to the second region [67], it is easy 426 

to recognise that the LCD exhibited the following ranking: OCF_270_A > Flat_270 > OCF_150_A 427 

> Flat_155 > Pillar_155_A. More details on the LCD are discussed in section 3.2.2. 428 
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 429 

Figure 9. Current density–voltage curves (a,b), current efficiency–current density curves (c,d) and diluate outlet 430 

concentration–current density curves (e,f) for all the tested stacks fed by inlet concentrations of Cdil,IN = Cconc,IN = 1 g/l 431 

(a,c,e) or Cdil,IN = 0.5 g/l and Cconc,IN = 60 g/l (b,d,f) at velocity of 1 cm/s. 432 
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Figure 9c and d report the current efficiency as a function of the current density for all stacks tested. 433 

The two charts are significantly different. When the concentration gradient between the two 434 

compartments was low (1-1 g/l inlet concentrations)  was high (above 85% in most cases) even at 435 

low values of i, as expected. Then, it slightly increased, exhibiting maximum values between 94% 436 

and 99% and, finally, started decreasing roughly over the region of the i–V curve. The OCF_270_A 437 

test case provided the highest value of . 438 

Note that, in the case of large inlet concentration difference, at low current densities the diffusive flux 439 

of ions from concentrate to diluate is larger than the electromigrative flux, thus resulting in an 440 

concentration at the diluate outlet higher than that at the diluate inlet (Figure 9f), and negative values 441 

of current efficiency (Figure 9d) according to the definition of  (Eq. 2). By increasing the current 442 

density, the electromigrative flux overcomes the back-diffusive flux of ions, and the current efficiency 443 

rapidly increases with the current density (Figure 9d). The value of “critical current density” (i.e., the 444 

current leading to a net transport of ions equal to zero and   0, [4]) was in the range of 3.5–5 A/m2. 445 

Note that the values of the CCD were practically coincident with those of the current density at which 446 

 was zero. In fact, the measured change in flow rate from inlet to outlet was negligible. Given the 447 

small entity of (electro-)osmosis compared to salt diffusion, the condition Cdil,OUT = Cdil,IN 448 

corresponded to the condition  = 0. Then,  increased up to maximum values between 50% and 449 

70%, corresponding to the incipient limiting region for all stacks. Finally,  decreased in the rest of 450 

the i range tested. By comparing the maximum current efficiency of the stacks, the ranking was 451 

similar to that in terms of LCD only for the couple 0.5-60 g/l (OCF_270_A > OCF_150_A > Flat_270 452 

> Flat_155 > Pillar_155_A).  453 

The current efficiency is strictly related to the outlet concentration, which is reported in Figure 9e-f 454 

for the diluate. The outlet concentration depends on the mass balance within the cell pair and is 455 

affected by unwanted transport phenomena. At 1-1 g/l inlet concentration, the desalination rate was 456 

higher than at 0.5-60 g/l due to the higher current efficiency.  Cdil,OUT followed a linear trend with i in 457 
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the ohmic region of the i–V curve. Then, Cdil,OUT reduced at a lower rate when the stack was operated 458 

in the limiting/overlimiting region where the current efficiency decreased. By comparing stacks with 459 

the same (or at least similar) channel thickness, the OCF_270_A test exhibited a higher desalination 460 

rate than the Flat_270 test, thanks to the higher values of  at any i. For the other three cases, the 461 

desalination rate was equal only in the under-limiting region at 1-1 g/l. Otherwise, the desalination 462 

rates were in descending order reflecting, obviously, that of the current efficiency (OCF_150_A > 463 

Flat_155 > Pillar_155_A). Of course, stacks with thicker channels yielded lower desalination rates 464 

than stacks with thinner channels, due to the higher flow rate (at fixed velocity). 465 

As anticipated above, when the inlet concentrations differ from each other, there exists a non-null 466 

value of i that provides zero desalination (Cdil,OUT = Cdil,IN), referred to as “critical current density” 467 

(CCD) [4]. The knowledge of this parameter is important to be sure that the achievable LCD is 468 

sufficiently higher to guarantee a good flexibility to the unit. In the present experiments at 0.5-60 g/l 469 

(Figure 9f), the CCD was below 5 A/m2. 470 

Results with other couples of inlet concentrations are reported in the Supplementary Data. 471 

 472 

3.2.2 Influence of operating conditions on limiting current density and energy consumption 473 

Figure 10 summarizes the collected measurements of LCD under different experimental conditions 474 

(velocity and inlet concentrations) and for all the different membranes tested. Under the conditions 475 

tested, the LCD was approximatively comprised between 2 and 35 A/m2. The LCD had a weak 476 

positive dependence on the inlet concentration of the brine (Figure 10 a-b), which can be attributed 477 

to the higher concentration at the membrane/solution interface on the diluate side due to the higher 478 

back-diffusion. In general, by increasing the diluate concentration from 0.5 g/l to 1.0 g/l, the LCD 479 

almost doubled in all the investigated cases, as expected [29–31]. At 1-1 g/l, the LCD was roughly 480 

proportional to the fluid velocity, while at 0.5-60 g/l the effect of the velocity was generally lower. 481 
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It can be observed that the LCD values recorded were in the following descending order for the 482 

various stacks: OCF_270_A > Flat_270 > OCF_150_A > Flat_155 > Pillar_155_A. This confirms 483 

what was mentioned in discussing the i–V curves in section 3.2.1, but extends that result to various 484 

operating conditions. There were only some experimental conditions where exceptions to this ranking 485 

occurred. Overall, comparing all the tested cases, the OCF_270_A case (the best one) 486 

approximatively tripled the LCD with respect to the Pillar_155_A case (the worst one), while the 487 

other configurations had intermediate performances. The stacks with OCF-profiled membranes 488 

(OCF_270_A, OCF_150_A) exhibited LCD values 20% higher than the those with flat membranes 489 

(Flat_270, Flat_155), under the same (or very similar) conditions of feed solutions and channel 490 

thickness. The presence of the OCF profiles in substitution of the woven spacer in the concentrate 491 

compartment led to a different behaviour in the limiting region, which enhanced the LCD (as well as 492 

the current efficiency), as seen in section 3.2.1. Instead, the Pillar_155_A case exhibited the worst 493 

limiting behaviour and the lowest LCD under all experimental conditions. This configuration was 494 

probably affected by a poor mixing in the channel caused by stagnant regions [59,74] and by a reduced 495 

active area. 496 

Interestingly, in all the investigated cases the LCD was significantly higher as the channel thickness 497 

increases (i.e., OCF_270_A compared to OCF_150_A, and Flat_270 compared to Flat 155, Figure 498 

10). The effect of the channel thickness is not straightforward. According to the classical Nernst 499 

theory, LCD is proportional to Sh/H, Sh being the Sherwood number and H the channel thickness, 500 

see Eq. (1). The Sherwood number may increase more or less than linearly with the Reynolds number 501 

(and thus with H), depending on the channel geometry [62]. Therefore, in general the LCD can either 502 

increase or decrease with increasing channel thickness. Note that the woven spacers used in this study 503 

are identical from a dimensionless point of view, as they are both characterized by the same pitch-to-504 

height ratio. Instead, the OCF-profile filled channels are not simply scaled, since the profiles have a 505 

different shape. Moreover, there could be an indirect effect of the different mass balance on the 506 
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different LCD. At the same velocity, stacks with thicker channels have a more concentrated diluate. 507 

Further effects can stem from the non-uniform distribution of the current density along the flow 508 

direction. From the complex combinations of all these aspects, the effect of H on the LCD arises. The 509 

increase of the LCD as H increases found in the present tests, confirms previous experiments [75]. 510 

 511 

Figure 10. Limiting current density as a function of the concentrate inlet concentration for tests at Cdil,IN  = 1 g/l (a) or 0.5 512 

g/l (b) at velocity of 1 cm/s; Limiting current density as a function of the velocity for tests at inlet concentrations of Cdil,IN 513 

= Cconc,IN = 1 g/l (c), and Cdil,IN = 0.5  g/l and Cconc,IN = 60 g/l (d). 514 

In some cases, e.g. Pillar_155_A, the LCD was so low that it was very close to the critical current 515 

density. Therefore, higher velocities may be recommended, as they would lead to higher values of 516 

the LCD without affecting the CCD. Otherwise, different feed conditions would be needed, if 517 
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possible. On the other hand, the OCF_270_A configuration provided LCD values significantly higher 518 

than the CCD, thus being more reliable and efficient for reaching the concentration target in the last 519 

stages of seawater desalination. 520 

Ohmic resistance, current efficiency and LCD may have a significant impact on the specific energy 521 

consumption (SEC) of the different stacks. Figure 11 shows the SEC for the couples of inlet 522 

concentrations of 1-1 g/l and 0.5-60 g/l fed at 1 cm/s to desalinate the diluate at an outlet concentration 523 

of 0.5 or 0.3 g/l, respectively. By comparing stacks with the same (or very similar) channel thickness, 524 

it can be observed that OCF-profiled membranes led to lower SECs than flat membranes, while Pillar-525 

profiled membranes consumed the highest values of energy (OCF_270_A < Flat_270, and 526 

OCF_150_A < Flat_155 < Pillar_155_A). In particular, at 1-1 g/l and 0.5-60 g/l the reduction of the 527 

SEC was 78% and 32% from Flat_270 to OCF_270_A, respectively, while it was 47% and 10% 528 

from Flat_155 to OCF_150_A, respectively. Instead, the Pillar_155_A configuration increased the 529 

SECs roughly by 70% compared to those of the Flat_155 case. The stacks consuming more energy 530 

were those requiring a current density falling over the limiting region or, at least, in the last part of 531 

the ohmic region (see Figure 9).  532 

 533 

Figure 11. Specific energy consumption for tests at inlet concentrations of Cdil,IN = Cconc,IN = 1 g/l (a) and Cdil,IN = 0.5  g/l 534 

and Cconc,IN = 60 g/l (b) to obtain a diluate outlet concentration of 0.5 (in graph a) or 0.3 g/l (in graph b), respectively, at 535 

velocity of 1 cm/s. 536 
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4 Conclusions 537 

The aim of this work has been to investigate the use of asymmetrically profiled membranes in ED for 538 

brackish water and seawater desalination, especially focusing on the effect of profile geometry on 539 

limiting current density. ED stacks equipped with profiled membranes and conventional (flat) 540 

membranes were tested under different operating conditions. 541 

Results showed that the orientation of the electric current with respect to membrane profiles should 542 

be carefully taken into account. The operation with the electric current directed from the flat side to 543 

the profiled side of the CEM (case “A”) was preferable. In stacks with OCF profiled membranes, it 544 

corresponds to the configurations with the spacer-filled diluate channels, while, in stacks with pillar 545 

profiled membranes, it corresponds to having the diluate channels filled with the AEM pillar profiles. 546 

For example, the OCF_270_A case outperformed the alternative case of current direction 547 

(OCF_270_B) by exhibiting (i) higher maximum   (e.g. 73% against 66% at 0.5-60 g/l inlet 548 

concentrations and 1 cm/s) and (ii) roughly double LCDs under various operating conditions. The 549 

worse performance in the case OCF_270_B can be explained by the detrimental effects associated to 550 

a non-uniform local current distribution caused by the profiles in the diluate. The same current 551 

direction led to higher LCDs in the stack equipped with Pillar-profiled membranes (Pillar_155_A 552 

case), likely due to the lower difference in the counter-ion transport number between the AEM, which 553 

had a higher active area in the diluate, and the diluate itself. 554 

The OCF_270_A and OCF_150_A configurations exhibited better performances than stacks with flat 555 

membranes. The maximum  increased, for example, from 55–65% for Flat_270 and Flat_155 to 556 

70–73% for OCF_270_A and OCF_150_A at 0.5-60 g/l inlet concentrations. The LCD increased 557 

roughly by 20% under various operating conditions. Instead, the stack with Pillar-profiled 558 

membranes, even when operated with the best current direction (Pillar_155_A case), yielded worse 559 

performances compared to the Flat_155 stack, probably due to the detrimental effects associated to a 560 

locally non-uniform current distribution in the diluate and to a poor mixing. Under most operating 561 
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conditions, the measured LCD values were in the following descending order: OCF_270_A > 562 

Flat_270 > OCF_150_A > Flat_155 > Pillar_155_A. The OCF_270_A configuration gave LCDs 563 

approximatively tripled with respect to the Pillar_155_A configuration, while the other stacks 564 

exhibited intermediate performances. Stacks with only woven spacers (e.g. Flat_270) achieved 565 

performances somehow in between those of the hybrid stacks with OCF profiles and woven spacers 566 

with one or the other direction of the electric current (e.g. OCF_270_A and OCF_270_B). 567 

The specific energy consumption calculated for a diluate desalination of 0.5 g/l or 0.2 g/l for 1-1 g/l 568 

or 0.5-60 g/l inlet concentrations, respectively, was reduced by OCF-profiled membranes by 10–78%. 569 

This resulted from the fact that stacks with flat membranes required overlimiting currents. By 570 

resulting in higher  and LCD, profiled membranes may reduce membrane area and capital costs. 571 

Moreover, well-designed profiled membranes can reduce the overall desalination cost, thus 572 

prompting the development of competitive systems in applications where ED has been too much 573 

expensive so far. In particular, OCF-profiled membranes are very promising and deserve further 574 

studies. 575 

Symmetrical (i.e. double-sided) profiled membranes would be of interest to ensure good performance 576 

also during polarity switch for fouling removal in EDR operations. However, fabricating double-577 

sided profiled membranes with homogeneous and regular profile structure is still technically 578 

challenging, and further research efforts are needed in this regard. Moreover, the profile geometry 579 

should be optimized to ensure better performances compared to those achieved with conventional 580 

stacks with flat membranes and net spacers. 581 
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